
Id Name Category Site Link Author Date Description

12487
The

Wanderers
Mod Pack 02

Resources MMH 55-11086 The
Wanderer 2007-02-23

With the release of my “Vvardenfell Library” mod
hopefully not to far off now. I have decided to release a
modders pack containing most of the new meshes and
textures that are to be used in it. These are really only

for modders to use when making mods. The esp ...

10085
The

Vvardenfell
Libraries

Quests MMH 68-12424 The
Wanderer 2007-12-13

9230
The

Wanderers
Mod Pack 03

Models and
Textures MMH 56-12211 The

Wanderer 2013-02-12

This pack contains three esps and are made as a
"Modders Resource Only" and add nothing to game

play. The three esps are: wl_bottles-n-jars.esp:
Contains a large selection of new bottles and jars.

wl_horror.esp: Contains four new meshes: Stocks, ...

7706 Dock Side
Clutter. Miscellaneous MMH 53-12645 The

Wanderer 2008-04-03

A simple mod that adds more clutter to Dock, Mooring
and boat deck areas.     I've never liked the way they
looked so clean, tidy and empty...   So I decided to

make them look a little more industrial and used :)    
This is a first release and...

6324 Rat's Galore Creatures MMH 26-12730 The
Wanderer 2008-05-20

This is a simple mod that just adds more variety of
colour to the rats in game.     Ok... it does a little more

than that ;)     It is advisable to use a leveled list
manager such as "Wrye Mash" to add this mod.     It

adds different ...

5059 DB Attack
Ring Cheats MMH 18-12721 The

Wanderer 2008-05-12

A simple single minded mod...     All this mod does is
make a ring available which...   will allow you to

control the Dark Brotherhood attacks.     It sits on the
barrel in the yard of the Census Office.     Yes there

are o...

4917
The

Wanderers
Stash

Buildings MMH 15-7563 The
Wanderer 2005-07-10

Adds 7 new underground hideaways  This update adds
all the clues to in-game except the 1st. Name,

date/time stamp kept the same so should have no
effect on saved games :)    NO CHANGE TO EXISTING
CONTENT...This is a network of underground stashes.

  There are no ...

4836 New Suran Buildings MMH 15-10026 The
Wanderer 2005-06-30

Expands Suran with 14 new buildings to the north of
town.     Adds representatives from the main Guilds.    
A new small dockside which also includes a local ferry

service and access to the main shipping routes.    
Adds a teleport it...

2524
The

Wanderer's
Lodge

Houses MMH 44-12646 The
Wanderer 2008-04-03

It's BIG... It's Beautiful... It's in a lovely location... You
just know you want it... And if you have your own

sailable ship... Why... it even has its very own
deepwater mooring. But why is it so cheap !!! Is there

something you are not being told ???


